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Appendix F  Schematic Figures Gone Bad 
 

This appendix for the Engineering Lab Reports Manual is intended to address common 
errors seen in schematic figures in student papers.  Currently most examples are from EE.  A 
wider variety is desirable. 
 
Example 1  A schematic from LTSpice 
 

	
Figure 1: Designed Common Emitter Amplifier using calculated values. 

 
This is a copy and paste figure from LTSpice.  If this was a notional schematic, the use of 

non-polarized capacitor symbols might be considered acceptable.  But, this figure seems to show 
instead what was built.  The student would not have used non-polarized capacitors for CB, CE, 
or CL.  (Non-polarized ones are typically big and expensive, and you don’t need them.)  Be sure 
to show the polarization correctly. 
 

A second issue is that the bias point Voltages at the transistor terminals are too small.  A 
reader would need a magnifying glass.  Any smaller and they would not be readable at all. 
 

Component units are inconsistent.  Resistances are given in magnitude only with no units, 
such as “4k”, but some capacitors are given in Farads (presumably), as “470uf”.  The proper 
abbreviation for Farads is a capital F.  You should be consistent.  While it is in principle best to 
always give units, in some technical contexts that is often not done, and you need to follow the 
conventions of your application field.  Ask your instructor about this issue if in doubt. 
 

It is odd that some components seem to have been converted to “standard values”, such 
as the 470 uF capacitors, while others, such as the “123k,” resistor have not.  Ensure that the 
schematic is consistent in its level of development. 
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In the simulation, it is perhaps necessary to show the DC supply and its connections.  
However, in a well prepared schematic that is usually not done.  Instead a connection to power is 
shown, and similarly several individual connections to ground would be shown.  The effect is to 
de-emphasize power wiring so that signal connections can be more easily discerned.  Redrawing 
circuits this way for undergraduate laboratory reports may not be required, but you would want 
to do that in industry. 
 

The blue lines may print and copy OK, but it would be better to make all the colors black 
(or white) for printing and copying. 
 
Example 2:  An illustrative schematic: 
 

 
Figure 1: Common Emitter Amplifier Schematic 

 
This schematic is abstract; it shows the circuit configuration for a nominal common 

emitter amplifier without specifying component values.  It appears to have been copied from 
some source, perhaps a textbook.  Or the lab exercise instructions.  Is attribution given? 
 

The second problem is that the figure seems to have been stretched.  It’s dimensions have 
been changed, but not proportionally.  Not that the circle for the Vs source is not round!  
(Holding “shift” when resizing a figure usually ensures that dimensions remain proportional.) 
 

A third problem is an error in the original!  Do resistors RB1 and RB2 connect to the 
transistor base?  If so, there should be a dot there!  As shown, they connect to each other but not 
to the transistor base and capacitor CB.  That’s an error!  Such a circuit won’t work.  (The dots on 
the ground at bottom are slightly offset, and to be consistent there should also be dots where CE 
and CL connect to the transistor terminals. 
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Example 3:  Schematic paste-in from photo 

 
Figure 2. Common emitter amplifier simulation with values 

 
Don’t do this!  The student took a photo of the computer monitor and then pasted the 

image into a laboratory report.  Lines are distorted (not square) and there is an undesirable and 
non-uniform grey background color.  Use screen capture within the computer instead (but then 
you need to get rid of the grey) or a copy and paste of the circuit itself to a program that accepts 
that representation.  In addition, this would be a much better schematic if the long horizontal 
wires were shortened to make the figure more compact.  Note the unsatisfactory connection to 
ground for resistor RB2, the failure to use polarized capacitor symbols, and the “non-standard” 
35K resistor value.  These are not so much figure problems as design and simulation use issues. 
 
 
Example 3:  Schematic Figure from LTSpice: 
	

	
Figure	3.	Common	Emitter	Amplifier	for	Lab	6	

 
This has many of the problems pointed out above, but was captured from the screen 

instead of by photograph.  A graphics program or the picture editing facilities of Word should be 
used to turn the background color from grey to white.  Note the very awkward and distracting 
placement of the DC supply and the lack of polarized capacitor symbols. 
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Example 4: Annotated Schematic 
 
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
 
Figure 2. Measured DC operating point values  
	

It would seem that this figure was constructed by pasting an image of the circuit from 
LTSpice into Word, then annotating it using Word’s “shapes” that can be added to the page.  A 
problem with this approach is that the annotations are not connected to the image.  If you add or 
subtract lines, things don’t maintain their relative positions.  The “arrange / group” tool can help 
by making all the graphic elements part of the same object.  (I normally do that in PowerPoint or 
some other program before pasting into Word.) 

In many respects this is a very nice figure, and illustrates clearly the bias point values for 
the transistor.  However, black should be used for the wiring and components rather than grey.    
(The LTSpice image should have been picture edited to black before adding the annotations.)  
The DC power supply seems to be overwhelmingly prominent.  A simple arrow connection to 
12V is much preferable.  The arrows should not overlay on the writing (that may have occurred 
in transcription, as this figure was constructed in Word using that programs tools and is not held 
together except by the page layout, as mentioned earlier.  That makes figure re-use very 
difficult.)  I would also not use the same kind of arrows to point to nodes for Voltage as is used 
for currents.  That might cause confusion. 
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Example 5:  Radio Circuit 
	

  
 

Figure 1: RF Amplifier Circuit to receive an AM radio station, using an 
MK484 IC  

At first glance this figure looks pretty good.  However, the placement of R1 and the 
power supply above it consumes a lot of space on the page.  A power connection would look 
better.  A connection is missing from the intersection of the L to C wire just above C4.  As 
shown, this node should connect to something.  Aha!  The negative input of the amplifier should 
come from this node, not AC ground at the top of C4.  Indeed, why are the amplifier terminals 
labeled that way?  The “-“ input should simply be the input, and the “+” input should be ground.  
(To understand this, refer to data for the MK484 device.) 
 

Aside from that, the label “Rearphone” is unfortunate.  It can be read to indicate something 
that suggests an unexpected usage for this device. 
 

Finally, why is there a “C1”, a “C4”, but no “C2” or “C3”?  Component numbering 
should normally be sequential, following the signal flow.  Similarly, where is “R2”? 

 
The Figure number and text, at 16 points, are too large unless this is intended for the 

children’s edition of the report. 
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Example 6:  Diagram showing mechanical placement of Strain Gauges: 
 

 
Figure 1: Strain Gage Locations from A-End of Beam 

 
Here the student used a camera photograph from some source rather than a carefully 

prepared figure.  It was haphazardly aligned, and nothing was done to edit the photograph to 
make the background white or the align the diagram.  This can be taken as evidence that the 
student just doesn’t care enough to do a good job.  Simply scanning the source diagram instead 
of photographing it would produce a much better graphic, shown below.  (Higher resolution 
would help a bit more.)  Notice that below it is aligned, and the background is white.  The image 
below could benefit from being manipulated using Word’s picture editing to make the lines 
darker.  A drawn diagram produced using PowerPoint or some other application producing line 
art would an even better solution.  (The numbers shown should have units, or units need to be 
indicated somewhere else within the figure.  Note that “gauge” can also be legitimately spelled 
“Gage”.)  
 

 
 


